The efficiency of
BWT, keeps your pool
beautiful and clean
POWERFUL, EFFICIENT, ERGONOMIC
EASY TO USE AND MAINTAIN
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BWT B100 ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER

Why a BWT robotic
pool cleaner, are they
the best choice?
B line BWT robotic pool cleaners combine performance,
beauty and functionality, all at a very attractive price.
Above all, they have one feature that sets them
apart: ultra fine BWT filtration.
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BWT robotic cleaners are fitted with an
exclusive, 4D Filter that has a retention
capacity four times better than any other.
4D Filter technology exploits a filter fabric
that features loops to capture the tiniest
particles, up to two microns in diameter.
BWT guarantees the finest filtration currently
available on the swimming pool market.
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The finest filtration on the market
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You just need to clean the pool floor?
Choose the BWT B100 model.
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Efficient travel
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Adjustable nozzles

BWT robotic cleaners feature the
most powerful suction of any robot
on the market. Suction can be
increased up to twofold, thanks to
precise adjustment of the nozzles.
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With four large wheels, BWT robotic
cleaners cope with any obstacles, moving
easily between toys forgotten on the pool
floor by your children.
Simple and robust travel, perfect for a
family pool.

4 brush wheels
and additional rotating brush

The 4 rotating wheel brush dislodges desposits
and leaves the surface perfectly clean.
The additional rotating brush ensures
impeccable cleaning of the pool floor.
“BWT clean!”
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1.5

Pool surface area
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Cleaning cycle duration
Cleaning type

Fast cleaning

Brush type

Length of the cleaning cycle:
one and half hours.

Filtration
Filtration finesse
Cable length

SMART

Adjustable nozzles
Dimensions (L x W x H)
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Guarantee

up to 60 m2
1.5 hours
Floor
4 brush wheels
+ Additional rotating brush
4D Filter cartridge (x2)
Ultrafine
16 m
Yes
35.5 x 41 x 24.6 cm
9.5 Kg
2 years

Smart Navigation
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BWT robots move quickly
and clean fast.
They feature the intelligent and
exclusive Smart Navigation
System. Comprised of a
gyroscope and an algorithm,
the navigation system scans
and detects obstacles, and then
computes the cleaning path.
The cleaning cycles are shorter
and the entire surface to be
cleaned is covered.
The pool floor is
perfectly clean with minimum
passes, and in record time.
“BWT fast!”
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Ideal for
above-ground
pools and
small pools
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A world made for you!
EXCELLENCE, INTELLIGENCE, INNOVATION
The BWT world is an extension of you,
our robots were designed entirely with you in mind.
Don’t hesitate, step into this exceptional world

BWT Austria GmbH
Walter-Simmer-Straße 4, 5310 Mondsee
+43 6232 5011-0
+43 6232 4058
office@bwt.at

bwt.com
Dealer‘s stamp:

